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O V E R V I E W

ABOUT US Amjad Almutahidah Trading Company is one of the leading companies in 
Saudi Arabia that specializes in commerical refrigeration equipment. The 
company imported products such as display refrigerators and freezers in 
a variety of sizes and models under the famous brand (     ) 
& (            ).

Amjad Almutahidah Trading Company has a reputable internal distribution 
network represented in the company's showrooms and our authorized 
distributors throughout the Kingdom has helped us win the trust of foreign 
businesses operating in the same industry.

Based on this credibility, the business was able to get exclusive represen-
tation for a wide range of items from foreign businesses engaged in the 
same industry.

The products of Amjad Almutahidah Trading Company are distinguished by 
their compliance with Saudi and international specifications and standards 
in terms of quality, cooling efficiency, saving energy consumption, and 
keeping up with the most recent cooling technologies, which are designed 
to suit hot weather with high efficiency and have attracted our customers' 
satisfaction.

The company's items are accessible through our authorized branches, 
suppliers and distributors, which are dispersed throughout the Kingdom, 
as well as through our online store.
www.amjad-almutahidah.com



O U R

VISION

A world of Quality ....

We aim to be the first company in the Kingdom that covers all the 
needs of its customers by importing high-quality products that 
comply with the latest international standards.

We continue to add renewable 

products and services provided 

by the company to its customers 

through the optimal use of 

available resources

The Message

It lies in translating the vision into 

a plan that completes the system 

and distinguishes us from the 

competition

Strategy

We import international & 

commercial high-quality products 

to meet international standards.

Quality Standard



C o m p a n y

activities
The company for commercial refrigeration is characterized by providing products of the best quality according to local and 
international standards and relying on accumulated experience in the industry sector, which helped it to choose its products 
with special care.



Display 
refrigerators
They are used in supermarkets, restaurants 
and mosques to display juices, water,  
poultry, etc. in different sizes and sizes.

Ice cream
Freezers
They are used to frozen the ice cream, and 
others in supermarkets and restaurants.

St. Steel 
refrigerators and freezers
They are used for storage and food preservation 
purposes.

St. Steel
Counter Display
They are used for display, salads and pizza

Cake
Showcase
They are used to display Cakes, pastries, 
and others bakery product in supermarkets 
and restaurants.

Air
Cooler
Cooling rooms and open supermarket 
refrigerators.

Air 
conditioners
They are is used to cool down a space by 
removing heat from the space and moving 
it to some outside area.

Company Products



O u r

Branches
Riyadh

AL-Mursalat
0114944904

Khazzan
0114028194
 
Haraj -1
0114585418
 
Haraj -2
0112956217
 

South
Khamis Mushait 
0172218774

Jizan
0173223803
 
Najran
0175238712
 

West
Jeddah
0126327114

Al Madinah
0148263406
 
Makkah
0125970876 

Central
Al-Qassim
0163257623

North
Tabuk
0144261309

Ha'il
0165313433
 
 

East
Dammam -1
0138320779

Dammam -2
0138176373
 
Khobar
0138977888
 
Hafar Al-Batin
0137219113

Al-Ehsaa
0135821493
 

You can get our products through our refrigeration 
and air conditioning showrooms and dealers
or visit our website : www.amjad-almutahidah.com

الرياض للتبريد والتكييف



Instant response

Fast & Reliable

Genuine spare parts available

High Professional Team

Tel : 8001244409

Email : Services@amjad-almutahidah.com

M a i n t e n a n c e  &

After Sales
The Company Keeps Serving its customer. The Company provided 
after-sales service and mobile maintenance through its centers 
spread throughout the kingdom.



O u r

Sister Companies
Commercial Sector

Industrial sector

Agricultural sector

Real Estate Sector

 Amjad Al 
Jazira Hotel

Amjad 
Ajyad Hotel

Durrat
Amjad Hotel

Amjad 
Jazan Motel

Al-Jazira Real-Estate Investment
شركة أمجاد الجزيرة للإستثمار العقاري



CONTACT INFO

Al-Murslat - King Abd Elaziz Road
Riyadh, Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia

Sales@amjad-almutahidah.com
info@amjad-almutahidah.com

Customer Care : 8001244409

www.amjad-almutahidah.com@amjadalmutahida @AMjadalmutahida


